Launch of ANELK Pharma

“We offer more than reduced costs in healthcare”
ANELK Pharma, the wholesaler for pharmaceuticals and medical products based in Radolfzell, started its
operations on 1 July and clearly defined its targets during the grand opening ceremony. Andreas Kammerzell,
Managing Director, explained: “We wish to offer original brand quality products at reasonable prices to our
customers in healthcare and to final customers.”
It is an undisputed fact that most original medical products and pharmaceuticals are available at prices in other
European countries that differ considerably from the prices at home.
This is why ANELK Pharma has set itself the task of investigating the market and offering its customers
reasonably priced alternatives at high original brand quality standards.
ANELK Pharma offers well-conceived logistic concepts and individual processes to make sure that our
customers in healthcare and our final customers enjoy the benefits of reasonably priced products.
Patients in hospitals and at home require a host of different healthcare materials, and, as costs are constantly
rising, every euro counts.
The team of ANELK Pharma is committed to help and ensure that the required pharmaceutical and healthcare
products are supplied exactly where and when they are needed.
Patients who live at home and require nursing care will be able to enjoy the benefit of meeting their needs from
home: ANELK Pharma can supply them directly with high-quality original products.
A prime example:
Drugstores and chemists who buy medical and healthcare products at lower costs can also sell their products to
their patients at lower prices and thus help every patient to save costs.
ANELK Pharma wishes to establish itself as a regional health-care provider from the start. We count on the
competence and know-how of our highly qualified members of staff.
Andreas Kammerzell, Managing Director
“We have set ourselves the task of investigating the global market and find products and reasonable prices.”

